Complexion Perfection: Vo2 Skincare Launches Crème da VOVO

**June 22, 2009 - PRLog** -- You’d go to the ends of the earth to find a solution for those fine lines on your face- well, unpack those bags the answer is finally here! Developed by Vo2 Cosmetics, Crème da VOVO, an anti-aging and healing cream, has finally arrived from the ever-gorgeous corners of Brazil.

A secret to the states for almost 4 decades, Crème da VOVO has been known as heaven in a bottle by Brazilian beauties for years. Co-founder Katia Ribeiro’s grandmother, hence the name meaning grandmother’s cream in Brazilian, has been developing Crème da VOVO over the past 40 years. Created and produced in Brazil, the product is made using the finest proteins, vitamins and minerals. Though the formula is kept secret, one of the unique ingredients and processes is to extract a protein from a local egg shell membrane that aids the body in producing collagen. Fascinated by the very apparent anti-aging and healing benefits of the cream, Katia and partners Christian Lagerling and Sean Eilers decided to share the cream with the rest of the world for the very first time in late 2008 and now finally in the US.

The vision behind the brand is simple: offer effective and valuable skin care products to men and women, based on revolutionary natural ingredients and production methods native to Brazil. Unlike other anti-aging products, Crème da VOVO, effectively reduces fine lines and reverses the aging process while keeping skin in the healthiest condition. Vo2 Cosmetics wants the world to know that their products are a natural, effective and alternative approach to plastic surgery that provides genuine benefits and value.

Magic in a bottle? Try it and see the results for yourself.
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